
What a start to our new half term. The school is ready and prepared for reopening to certain year groups and all the        

information has been sent out to parents regarding this.                                                                                                                 

Home Learning will continue for those children who are not yet in school. These are very challenging times but please be 

assured that we are planned and ready. We are doing our very best to ensure that we follow all the guidelines and continue 

to deliver a first class and enjoyable education for our children.   We look forward to seeing some of our Year 1 children on 

Monday.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

I cannot wait until we are all back in school again together, whenever that will be.  

 

The Star of the Week in     

Reception is Stanley.  He 

has been busy writing  

sentences, using the    

part-part-whole model to 

find the  answer to      

addition sentences and sharing photos of 

his family holiday to France for show and 

tell.  Well done Stanley.  

 This week in Reception they have been learning about 

the season of summer. The children have completed a 

summer plant hunt, sorted appropriate clothing and 

found out about how to keep their bodies safe in the 

sunshine.  

Reception Class Reception Star of the Week  

Class 1 Class 1 Star of the Week  

This week,  the children have been learning about rhyming 

words. They looked at the story 'Ronald the Rhino' which 

included lots of rhyming words and they completed two 

match-up rhyming activities.  In DT they have been           

designing, annotating , creating and evaluating their own hand 

puppets from a fairy tale story. Finally, in handwriting, they 

have been learning about the 'Curly Caterpillar Family' and they 

have  practised writing some of the letters in this family using 

our pre-cursive writing.  

This weeks Star of the Week is Eden for 

her fantastic description of different fairy 

tales characters in DT and for her       

beautiful handwriting and well presented 

work. 

5th June 2020 

Message from Mrs Gardiner 



         Need Support?  - Numbers you may find useful 
Women’s Domestic Violence – 0808 2000 247 Men’s Domestic Violence Helpline - 0808 801 0327   Childline - 0800 1111  

NSPCC 24 hour free phone service - 0808 800 5000    Police (if not urgent)- 101    Women's refuge – 0845 155 1485   
Social Services – 01422 393336 

Safeguarding Children—If you are ever concerned about any child please speak to Mrs Gardiner or  Mrs Lawrence 

Class 3 

This week Class 3 have been really busy. The children have 

been writing their own codes on the computer to make their 

characters move.  Miss Firth has been 

very impressed.  In Math's they have 

been baking and they are becoming troll       

experts in English.                                                 

Class 3 Star of the Week  

Star of the Week in Class 3 

is Sam.  He has tried hard 

every week with his home 

learning and this week he 

created a very detailed troll 

for his information text. 

Class 4 

This week in English, Class 4 have been exploring different features of           

newspaper articles, including how to create catchy headlines. They have also 

been exploring how to use feedback loops in computing 

to design stopwatches and timers.   In RE, they have 

looked in greater detail at Sikhism and 

completed quizzes and games based on 

this knowledge. 

Class 4 Star of the Week  

Krystian is the Star of the Week in Class 4 

for working extremely hard and showing 

an excellent attitude to learning, by using 

feedback to improve          

pieces of work. 

Class 5 

In Class 5 they have been learning  that to find                   

equivalent fractions, the number you multiply or 

divide the denominator by, you have to do the same 

to the numerator and vice versa.                                                                                                              

In ICT they have been working on 

block coding. They had to drag objects into the code to make 

events happen. 

Class 5 Star of the Week  

Star of the Week in Class 

5 is Flossie for showing 

super resilience and    

persevering 

with maths 

even when finding it a         

challenge. 

Class 6 Class 6 Star of the Week  

Class 6 have been writing a sports       

commentary in their home learning this 

week, using a fantastic film about some 

talented giraffes who high dive into a swimming pool! They 

have also been learning about fractions, decimals and     

percentages in Maths. They have also done some fabulous 

computer programming using the python coding language.  

Star of the Week in 
Class 6 is Evie.  She    
always completes all of 
her home learning to a 
high standard and has 
completed some great computer coding 
this week using the python programming   
language.  Well done Evie. 

Class 2 have had an interesting week 

this week. They have been comparing 

their lives with that of children in     

Africa.  The children have learnt about 

traditional African homes.  In Maths, the children have been                      

practicing their division work.  Another great week Class 2 

Star of the Week in Class 
2 is Isabelle.  She has 
completed some lovely 
work this week and it 
was lovely to see her 
face when she sent in a 
video. 

Class 2 Star of the Week  Class 2 


